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ABSTRACT: Catalytic ethylene dimerization is an important
chemical reaction that suffers from a lack of selectivity for the
desired product, 1-butene. Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs)
bearing Ni-based catalytic sites have been shown to yield record
selectivity for 1-butene. Early efforts to understand this selectivity
revealed that chain propagation and 2-butene formation are
competitive with 1-butene, seemingly at odds with experimental
evidence that these products are disfavored. Here, we present an
alternative mechanism for selective 1-butene formation in the
highest performing MOF, Ni(II)-MFU-4l. Our study reveals
competing electronic spin configuration pathways that intersect
along the reaction coordinate. Intersystem crossing provides an
explanation for the selective formation of 1-butene in the MOF. Furthermore, we explore intersystem crossing as a unique design
principle for MOF catalyst design and highlight a departure from conventional molecular catalyst design paradigms.

■ INTRODUCTION
Fossil fuel dependence creates an uncertain future for energy
production and commodities derived from crude oil.1 In
particular, 1-butenea linear α-olefin produced and consumed
on the megaton scale each year2is used in diesel production
and as a precursor to other value-added products.3,4 Tradi-
tionally, 1-butene is a product of oligomerization or
fragmentation processes that typically yield a distribution of
Cn-backbone products (i.e., alkenes and alkanes of various
carbon lengths).5,6 While most 1-butene comes from
petroleum cracking processes, it can also be formed selectively
through ethylene dimerization.7,8 However, ethylene dimeriza-
tion catalysts suffer from competitive formation of 2-butene
and longer chain alkenes, pointing to a need to develop more
selective ethylene dimerization catalysts.
Current industrial ethylene dimerization technologies

employ homogeneous Ni(II) and Co(II) metal complexes,9−11

which have some shortcomings compared to heterogeneous
catalysts (e.g., heterogeneous architectures, in principle, allow
for continuous processing with longer catalyst lifetimes and
recyclability).12 Surface-anchored equivalents tend to be
poorly characterized or feature an array of reactivity based
on differences in the local chemical environment.13 An ideal
ethylene dimerization catalyst would embody the advantages of
both technologies, allowing for molecular design of catalytic
sites in heterogeneous scaffolds.14

Conveniently, metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) are an
emergent class of porous,15 crystalline catalysts16−18 that
demonstrate efficacy for the conversion of ethylene to 1-
butene.19−21 The ability to create site-isolated active sites,22

through either pre- or postsynthetic approaches,23,24 has
enabled the precise design of molecular-like catalytic sites
built into the MOF. MOFs featuring isolated Ni(II) sites with
precisely tuned inner-sphere ligation have offered a promising
heterogeneous alternative to current industrial catalysts.25−27

These nickel-based MOFs can be directly synthesized28 or
obtained through postsynthetic grafting,29 deposition,30,31 and
metathesis.32 However, state-of-the-art MOF catalysts are still
known to produce the undesired product 2-butene, as well as a
marginal amount of 1-hexene.
In previous work, 1-butene selectivity achieved within

Ni(II)-MOF catalysts has been attributed to higher activation
barriers for chain propagation than termination (and
subsequent release of 1-butene).33 Selectivity toward the α-
olefin product has been rationalized by comparing the
activation barriers for isomerization with β-hydride elimination
(BHE).34 However, the magnitude of these differences in the
activation barrier is relatively small (e.g., 0.5 kcal/mol
difference between chain termination and propagation for
Ni(II)-NU-100033) or thermally accessible (e.g., 3.5 kcal/mol
difference in primary and secondary Ni-alkyl binding along the
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isomerization route for Ni(II)-MFU-4l, computed along a
consistent Ni(II) singlet pathway).34

In a recent experimental report, the Ni(II)-containing MOF
Ni(II)-MFU-4l achieved 1-butene selectivity surpassing the
current industrial technologies.35 Ethylene dimerization is
thought to occur at the Kuratowski-type secondary building
unit (SBU, see Figure 1).35 While the conventional Kuratowski

cluster is a pentanuclear Zn(II),36,37 at least one peripheral
Zn(II) may be exchanged for Ni(II), accessing a scorpionate
reagent cavity similar to the molecular scaffold, nickel
tris(pyrazolyl)borate, that affords high 1-butene selectivity.38

Ni(II)-MFU-4l exhibits >96% selectivity for the C4 product 1-
butene, exceeding the 81% selectivity achieved with the
homogeneous analogue.35 Ethylene dimerization in this
material is known to proceed via the typical Cossee-Arlman-
type mechanism (Figure 2) as determined through isotopic
labeling experiments in conjunction with density functional
theory calculations.34 However, the driving force for the
exceptional selectivity of this catalyst for the linear α-olefin
product over the internal olefin, 2-butene, remains largely
unknown.9

Here, we employ quantum mechanical simulations to
elucidate the underlying electronic forces that drive 1-butene
formation and prevent isomerization and propagation. We
present a mechanistic investigation along both accessible spin
surfaces (where the Ni center may alternate between a ground
state singlet and triplet) and compare the zero-point energy-
corrected free-energy profiles of ethylene dimerization and
competing pathways over Ni(II) in both MFU-4l and the
homogeneous trispyrazolyl borate analogue. We show that
intersystem crossing (ISC) at critical transition states (which
we refer to as spin-switching) contributes to selectivity for 1-
butene.39 This spin-switching mechanism highlights an over-
looked aspect of MOF catalysisthe ability to access
nonground-state potential energy surfaces during chemical
transformationsand promotes the requirement to look
beyond the crystallographic structure of MOFs to understand
their reactivity.40

Computational Methods. The unit cell for MFU-4l
contains two pentanuclear Zn(II) nodes (Figure S5). By
exchanging a single Zn(II) per unit cell with Ni(II), Ni(10%)-
MFU-4l is formed. Bulk Ni(10%)-MFU-4l was fully optimized
using the PBEsol functional41 as implemented in the Vienna ab
initio Software Package (VASP)42−44 using 500 eV cutoff for
the projector-augmented-wave plane-wave basis. Ionic and
electronic energy convergence criteria of 0.005 eV and 1 ×
10−6 eV, respectively, were applied to a 2 × 2 × 2 Γ-centered
k-grid. All solid-state optimizations proceeded with the same
methods.
Two cluster models were extracted from the optimized

periodic structure, and any bonds severed in the extraction
process were passivated with the addition of hydrogen atoms
(H•). In model 1 (M1, Figure 1b), the bistriazolatedibenzo-
dioxin (BTDD) linkers around the active site were bisected,
inclusive of the dioxin oxygen atoms, while linkers on the
opposite side of the cluster were truncated to the triazolate
motif. To ensure that this approximation did not result in
asymmetric electronics that impact the reaction cycle, we
compared the Cossee-Arlman dimerization pathway M1 with a
second model in which all linkers were truncated at the dioxin
motif (M2, Figure 1b) on both the singlet and triplet energy
surfaces. Based on previous experimental and computational
assessments of the ethylene dimerization mechanism for
Ni(II)-MFU-4l, we know that the reaction proceeds through
a Cossee-Arlman-type mechanism rather than a metallocycle.34

We additionally considered β-hydrogen transfer as an alternate
chain termination event but found the activation energy for
this pathway to be >30 kcal/mol larger than for the expected
BHE pathway and therefore likely inactive (Table S1).
Consistent with prior investigations of ethylene dimerization

in Ni(II)-containing MOFs33 and similar systems,45 computa-
tions were performed on molecular cluster models using the
M06-L46 functional as implemented in Gaussian09.47 Metal
atoms (Zn/Ni) were treated with a doubly polarized triple-ζ
basis set (def2-tzvpp), while all other atoms were treated with a
polarized split-valence basis set (def2-svp).48 The same
methods were employed to compute triplet and singlet energy

Figure 1. (a) MFU-4l features Kuratowski clusters that, upon metal
exchange, host distorted square-planar S0−Ni(II). (b) Computation-
ally, these clusters can be truncated from the parent MOF by
peripheral triazines (model 1, M1) or with inclusion of the aromatic
diol (model 2, M2). Both models are used in this study, but all
reaction coordination diagrams depict energies from M1.

Figure 2. Ni(II) catalysts have been shown to dimerize ethylene
through the Cossee−Arlman mechanismthe same mechanism
through which higher-order olefins are produced (propagation
pathway shown in blue). The isomerization pathway to form 2-
butene is shown in red. Selectivity for a single insertion to the C4
product is contingent on BHE occurring prior to, and faster than,
isomerization (i.e., H-insertion to the α-carbon and subsequent
BHE).
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pathways for the homogeneous analogues38 shown in Figure
5b. All structures are presented in Supporting Information.
The coordinates of terminal oxygen or carbon atoms were

kept fixed in M2 and M1, respectively, to mimic lattice
stabilization from MOF incorporation in extracted cluster
models.22 Vibrational analysis was performed at 298.15 K to
obtain thermodynamic quantities, including the zero-point
energy correction, and confirm potential energy surface
minima and saddle points with zero and one imaginary
frequency, respectively. The gas-phase ΔG is computed at
298.15 K to account for the zero-point energy. The
computation of the minimum energy crossing point (MECP)
was performed using a program described by Harvey et al.49

interfaced with the Gaussian package and the computational
details described above.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Native tetrahedral Zn(II)−Cl sites found in MFU-4l are
catalytically inert, yet the postsynthetic modification of these
sites via transmetalation with Ni(II), and subsequent treatment
with an initiator such as methylaluminoxane, yields a
catalytically active species, Figure 1b.35 Although four-
coordinate Ni(II) centers typically adopt a square-planar
coordination geometry with a singlet ground state, within the
Kuratowski cluster, Ni(II) obtains a four-coordinate tetrahe-
dral geometry and a ground state triplet, Figure 3. However,

tantamount to ethylene dimerization is the requirement for the
metal to dynamically bind ethylene to an open-metal site.50 It
should not be surprising, then, that throughout the course of a
catalytic cycle, a change in inner-sphere ligationbased on the

coordination number and configurationmay also affect the
active spin surface, potentially inducing ISC (per idealized
coordination geometries, as presented in Figure 3).45,51−53

In an idealized nonpolarized coordination environment,
both tetrahedral and octahedral Ni(II) complexes are expected
to be ground-state triplets, while both square-planar and five-
coordinate species are expected to be singlets.54 This variability
presents an inherent modeling challenge: how should one treat
a transition state that likely undergoes a spin reconfiguration
upon the dynamic binding or insertion of a reagent? In these
cases of atypical coordination geometry and changes in the
coordination number, it is important to consider both spin
surfaces and their potential crossings.
To assess the dimerization, isomerization, and propagation

pathways in Ni(II)-MFU-4l, we first isolated two cluster
models to evaluate the impact of peripheral ligands on the
Kuratowski cluster, Figure 1b. Both models keep the SBU
containing the entire Zn4Ni inorganic unit and six connecting
triazolate motifs intact. Since steric effects at the catalytic active
site are a long-known contributor to selectivity for short-chain
olefins over longer chains or polymers,55 the BTDD linkers
around the active site were bisected, inclusive of the dioxin
oxygen atoms in both models. In model 1 (M1, Figure 1b), the
linkers on the allosteric side of the cluster were truncated to
the pyrazolate motif to reduce computational expense. In
model 2 (M2, Figure 1b), all linkers were truncated at the
dioxin motifs to assess the role of cluster symmetry and any
electronic dipole artifacts. All bonds severed by extraction were
passivated by hydrogen atoms to saturate the valence
orbitals.22

Following the Cossee-Arlman dimerization mechanism, we
compared the energetics of M1 and M2 along the main
reaction pathway. With both models, we found that alkyl-
bound species (four-coordinate) favor a triplet spin state and
that no equilibrium geometry could be identified for olefin-
bound species in the triplet state (i.e., the ethylene does not
bind to the metal). However, the inclusion of extended
allosteric ligands in M2 resulted in a smaller difference between
the singlet and triplet spin surfaces at stationary points
throughout the reaction by 2.3−4.0 kcal/mol. Regardless, the
same reaction profile was recovered using both models,
including predicted ISC events and relative activation barriers
between reaction steps, Figure S2. For the remainder of this
paper, however, we selected M1 to balance the computational

Figure 3. Spin state of a transition metal-containing system will be
dependent on both the ligand field strength, which determines the d-
orbital spitting energy, and the coordination number and geometry.
Throughout the course of a catalytic cycle, each of these parameters is
dynamic.

Figure 4. Singlet (red circles, red lines) and triplet (blue triangles, blue lines) dimerization energy surfaces experience repeated crossing when
plotted with the singlet Ni−H species and two free ethylene molecules as the absolute reference, indicating that the lowest energy reaction route
(black lines) incorporates both spin surfaces, that is, the Ni(II) spin state is dynamic throughout the catalytic cycle. Atom economy is maintained
throughout the cycle by including one or zero equivalents of free ethylene in the free energy of each intermediate along the reaction coordinate.
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cost and electronic structure accuracy while exploring both
spin surfaces along each competitive reaction pathway, as
detailed in Figure 2.
By plotting the reaction profile of a single catalyst turnover

to yield 1-butene on the triplet-state energy surface (Figure 4,
blue) relative to the singlet energy surface (Figure 4, red), it is
apparent that the spin surfaces repeatedly intersect throughout
the lowest energy mechanistic pathway (Figure 4, dotted black
lines). Hydride insertion and elimination events are expected
to take place on the singlet spin surface; the transition state
energies for ethylene to ethyl conversion and butyl to 1-butene
conversion recovered from singlet configurations are 12.6 and
12.3 kcal/mol lower in energy, respectively, than the triplet
configurations. However, the resulting alkyl-substituted active
sites exhibit lower energy triplet geometries. At key stationary
points throughout the dimerization pathway, we see that the
triplet and singlet energy differences diminish as the chain
length, that is, the electron-donating ability of the metal-bound
alkyl, increases: the triplet geometry is 9.2, 7.4, and 2.8 kcal/
mol more stable than the singlet geometry for NiII(H),
NiII(Et), and NiII(Bu), respectively. We expect the triplet
NiII(H) system to play a significant role as an energetic sink to
accelerate 1-butene expulsion from the singlet configuration
(last step in Figure 4).56 Experimental investigation of the
same catalyst for propylene dimerization found reinsertion of
1-butene to be slow and product distribution to be dependent
on the primary olefin insertion event.57 This is consistent with
the recovered spin-switching mechanism where 1-butene
desorption is favored only through relaxation to the stable
ground-state triplet of the tetrahedral nickel hydride. While 1-
butene desorption is uphill in energy by 2.8 kcal/mol on the
singlet spin surface, spin-switching affords exergonic product
release that is downhill in energy by 6.4 kcal/mol.
Taking a closer look at the coordination sphere of Ni(II) in

each spin state, we find that the active-site geometry for the
singlet NiII(R) MOF species is distorted square planar, Figure
5a. A similar geometric trend is observed for the analogous
homogeneous catalyst TpMesNiCl,38 but we note that Ni(II) is
more labile in the molecular complex; the singlet geometry

features a partial dissociation of the N-donor ligand (Figure
5b) and β-hydrogen bonding with the unbound nitrogen. In
contrast, a nearly tetrahedral geometry is adopted by both
systems in the triplet state. Within the MOF, the alkyl chain
tail bisects two neighboring BTDD ligands in both the singlet
and triplet configurations, likely to mitigate steric interactions
between the growing chain and the linkers. Prior to olefin
coordination, the nontriazolate ligand (H, Et, Bu, and Hex) is
nearly axial in the triplet state. However, the olefin approach,
especially under high pressures, can further distort the triplet
toward the more open distorted square-planar ligand arrange-
ment that allows for the side-on association of the small
ethylene molecule in the singlet state. This coordination-
induced spin-switching phenomenon has been observed in
other Ni(II) complexes with rigid N-donor ligands.52,53,58,59

We note that the axial position of the growing alkyl chain and
orientation of linker protons that point directly at the active
site likely shield the metal from coordinating larger olefins and
inhibit subsequent transformations of preferentially desorbed
1-butene products to longer olefins or isomers.
To examine the feasibility of ISC, we explored the spin-

surface intersection along the reaction coordinate for olefin
insertion to yield NiII(Bu). While spin−orbit coupling may be
used to assess these transitions, its inclusion is often
impermissible due to the system size. Here, the system
contains first-row transition metals and organics, so spin−orbit
coupling effects are likely to be small. Therefore, the MECP
will lie close in energy to the transition state in the adiabatic
surface and is a good approximation to the transition state
computed with spin−orbit coupling.60 By analyzing each spin
surface between NiII(Et)(η2-Et) and NiII(Bu) as discussed in
Supporting Information, we find that the MECP occurs after
C−C formation. At this point, Ni(II) can spin-switch from
singlet to triplet, enabling a pathway to form the triplet
NiII(Bu) intermediate.
Olefin coordination to NiII(Bu)(η2-Et) is 10.3 kcal/mol

lower in energy and seemingly functions as a potential well. To
perform BHE on the singlet PES, the system would have to
expel the bound ethylene to pass through the MECP to the
triplet NiII(Bu). However, butyl chain orientation following the
insertion step must enable the olefin approach for ethylene
adsorption to occur in the first place. Conveniently, the
identified MECP geometry for ethylene insertion is similar to
the activated complex for BHE (Figure S4); a β-agostic
interaction facilitates BHE by reducing the necessary
reconfiguration. The MECP is lower in energy than the BHE
transition state energy on the singlet PES by 6.8 kcal/mol
(Figure S4), so spin-switching does not impact the rate-
determining barrier for BHE in the singlet transition state.
Previous work on a zeolite-based Ni(II)-ethylene dimerization
catalyst showed that there is a free-energy penalty associated
with displacing the hydrocarbon chain for ethylene associa-
tion.61 In other words, ethene coordination was found to be
disfavored in the presence of a butyl chain due to the requisite
rotation to afford the coordinative approach. Resultantly, C−C
coupling proceeded on mobile active sites that detached upon
ethylene coordination to adopt the preferred square-planar
Ni(II) complex. This release of bonding constraints is
unattainable for metals incorporated directly into the cluster-
based nodes of Ni(II)-MFU-4l, which grants access to the
spin-switching mechanism deduced here. By hindering ethyl-
ene coordination once a single insertion has occurred,
propagation is restricted and butene selectivity is enhanced.

Figure 5. Ni(II)-alkyl species adopt a distorted square-planar
geometry in the singlet state and a seesaw geometry in the triplet
state in both homogeneous and MOF-incorporated active sites. The
selected bond lengths depicted for these systems show reduced Ni−N
bond lengths in the Kuratowski cluster (a) relative to the molecular
catalyst (b), but the Ni−N bond for both triplet geometries is
equivalent. The symmetry of the triplet geometry is likely reinforced
in the crystal lattice, evident from the large singlet−triplet gap
computed with periodic boundary conditions.
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To assess the implication of ISC on the overall 1-butene
selectivity, we additionally explored the net energetic pathways
for isomerization to the C4-product 2-butene and propagation
to the C6-product 1-hexene by identifying the lowest energy
spin configuration for each intermediate and activated complex
at each step of the reaction, Figure 6. Evidently, double-bond
migration is effectively suppressed despite the thermodynamic
stability of the internal olefin (Figure 6, red). In order to form
2-butene, following BHE, an α-hydride insertion must occur
rather than 1-butene desorption. This hydride shift forms a 2°-
alkyl species that is responsible for the subsequent hydride
elimination step to 2-butene. While the 2°-alkyl intermediate is
1.6 kcal/mol more stable than the 1°-alkyl intermediate, the
Gibbs free energy of the α-hydride insertion transition state
necessary for its formation is 5.2 kcal/mol greater than the
preceding BHE and 0.6 kcal/mol greater than the NiII(H)
starting point, whereas BHE is 4.7 kcal/mol lower in Gibbs
free energy from the same starting point. Importantly, α-
hydride insertion is in direct competition with the barrierless
release of 1-butene, favored relative to isomerization by 16.0
kcal/mol. Combined with the 5.2 kcal/mol higher transition
state energy for α-hydride insertion relative to BHE, 1-butene
formation and release are more likely to occur than
isomerization to 2-butene.
While the pathway for isomerization is endergonic relative to

the nickel hydride species on the triplet surface, both BHE and
propagation barriers are entirely downhill from the nickel
hydride species (and two or three equivalents of free ethylene
in the case of C4 and C6 products, respectively) by 4.7 and 9.9
kcal/mol. At first glance, the propagation pathway seems to be
favorable. Indeed, the conversion of C−C π-bonds to C−C σ-
bonds is the thermodynamic driving force for common
polymerization catalysts.62,63 However, the activation barrier
for propagation is 5.0 kcal/mol greater than the barrier for 1°-
BHE, driving the equilibrium toward chain termination events.
Unlike isomerization, which is only possible following BHE,
propagation is in direct competition with 1-butene formation.
As previously discussed, ethylene coordination blocks BHE.
However, the dissociation of ethylene from NiII(Bu)(η2-Et)
only has an energetic penalty of 10.3 kcal/mol compared with

the 22.3 kcal/mol activation barrier for propagation to occur.
Given that butyl chains are known to kinetically hinder the
olefin approach to the active site61 and that intersystem
crossing facilitates BHE, 1-butene desorption is more likely to
occur than hexene formation.
To understand the implications of MOF incorporation on

both selectivity and spin state, we finally compared the reaction
profile of our cluster model with the homogeneous catalyst
that inspired its design on both spin surfaces, Figure S3. In
homogeneous systems, where only the local active site is
defined, bulky ligands are shown to favor linear chain
formation rather than hinder propagation, while more open
active sites afford greater rates of BHE and, therefore, a Schulz-
Flory distribution of oligomers rather than polymers.64,65

Contrary to the predetermined Kuratowski cluster geometry
where BTDD linkers connect six metals from two different
nodes, the TpMes chelating ligand of the single metal
homogeneous analogue can dissociate an N-donor to
accommodate changes to the coordination environment
without necessitating a change in the spin state. The active
site can be opened for BHE to occur on the singlet surface,
while the mesityl functionalities provide the steric blockage
necessary to prevent isomerization.
The entropic freedom of catalysts in the solution phase

affords equilibrium structures for olefin-bound intermediates
on both spin surfaces. The singlet geometry for TpMesNiII(Et)
exploits its entropic freedom to grant a β-agostic interaction
with the bound alkyl functionality (Figure 5b). However, the
pseudotetrahedral triplet geometry remains lower in energy by
15.6 kcal/mol for NiII(H) and 5.6 kcal/mol for both NiII(Et)
and NiII(Bu) (Figure S3). Still, olefin coordination results in
significantly higher energy structures for the triplet config-
uration (e.g., 19.5 and 20.3 kcal/mol for NiII(H)(η2-Et) and
NiII(Et)(η2-Et), respectively). It is, therefore, possible that the
same spin-switching phenomenon afforded by MFU-4l is active
in the TpMes analogue. However, unlike in the MOF-catalyst,
the only species more stable as triplets than singlets are the
four-coordinate alkyl intermediates. Rather than olefin
dissociation, followed by association, direct olefin substitution
may occur such that no ISC occurs in the solution phase.66

Figure 6. Lowest energy reaction pathways for ethylene dimerization, propagation, and isomerization via the Cossee−Arlmann mechanism are
overlaid to reveal that following the first ethylene insertion to form a C4-paraffin, isomerization to 2-butene is endergonic by ∼0.6 kcal/mol, while
1-butene formation and propagation remain exergonic relative to the nickel hydride species. The barrier for BHE (black), however, is 17.3 kcal/
mol, while α-hydride insertion (red), 2°-BHE (red), and propagation (blue) have activation barriers of 9.6 kcal/mol, 19.9 kcal/mol, and 22.3 kcal/
mol, respectively. The activation barrier to propagation is >5 kcal/mol larger in magnitude than the barrier that leads directly to 1-butene release.
For isomerization, while the activation barrier to isomerization from the preceding intermediate is lower than that of BHE, the activated complex is
5.2 kcal/mol higher in Gibbs free energy than that of BHE. Furthermore, this transformation is in direct competition with 1-butene release, which is
exergonic by 6.4 kcal/mol.
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The more labile coordination geometry means that unlike in
the MOF-based catalyst, the ligand sphere of the molecular
complex can distort to accommodate olefin association leading
to propagation and the wider transition state geometries
associated with isomerization, lowering 1-butene selectivity.
Thermally accessible spin-switching events are known for

other Ni(II) trispyrazolyl borate systems.67 Four-coordinate
molecular Ni(II) diimine chain transfer polymerization
catalysts also exhibited natural spin switching between low-
spin square-planar geometries and high-spin tetrahedral
geometries throughout the catalytic cycle.68 Structural changes
in the ligands, such as altering the location and direction of
steric bulk, granted synthetic spin-state control by the resultant
coordination geometry distortions, consistent with our results.
Closer to the explored catalyst structure, four-coordinate
Ni(II)−Me complexes with strongly donating tris-carbene
borate ligands exhibit the same seesaw geometry observed here
in the triplet state, as well as the distorted square-planar
geometry of the singlet (Figure 5).69 Although the carbene
system resulted in a more stable singlet state than the triplet,
tuning electron density around the metal atom to distort the
ligand field could easily alter the preference.
In homogeneous complexes, the flexible Ni(II) coordination

sphere can be both distorted and rigidified by multidentate
ancillary ligands with strong electron-donating abilities to
facilitate ISC and BHE.45,51,70,71 Here, the mutual accessibility
of spin surfaces known for NiII systems with rigid N-donor
ligands is accessed through postsynthetic cluster incorporation
from heterogenization in an MOF. Thus, with knowledge of
how ligand spheres affect the coordination geometry and the
subsequent material spin state, it is possible to tune the
singlet−triplet energy gap and control ISC events. By
comparing transition state geometries with spin-state geo-
metries, we can target reaction pathways by targeting the
corresponding spin state. Beyond nitrogenic ligand spheres,
molecular complexes including both nitrogenic and phosphoric
donors yield exceptional electrocatalytic hydrogen uptake
kinetics and may be attractive future targets.72,73

■ CONCLUSIONS

In sum, we have found that the inclusion of Ni(II) into the
scorpionate-type MFU-4l nodes undergoes ISC and electroni-
cally disfavors both isomerization and propagation. The
transition state free energy for α-hydride insertion toward
isomerization is 5.2 kcal/mol higher than that of BHE, and the
activation barrier for propagation is 5.0 kcal/mol greater than
that of BHE. The resultant 1-butene selectivity is afforded, in
part, by a geometrically restricted active site that is both open
enough to favor BHE and sufficiently narrow to disfavor both
nonlinear chain growth and olefin approach with C4 hydro-
carbons. This work also highlights the critical role of
intersecting spin surfaces in transition metal-mediated catalytic
pathways. We propose that the contribution of transient triplet
state species accessed through effectively barrierless ISC events
further favors product expulsion due to the condensed nature
of NiII(H) and the sizeable triplet−singlet energy gap
associated with this specific species (9.2 kcal/mol compared
with 2.8 kcal/mol for NiII(Bu)). Our results also point to a
general observation that increased selectivity can be achieved
by operating at lower temperatures, where ISC and the
resultant competing product pathways are thermally disfa-
vored.

Altogether, we predict that the conical active site of the
MOF hinders olefin approach with C4 species present and that
ISC drives both BHE and 1-butene expulsion. The concept of
utilizing ISC to enhance product selectivity is novel. It offers a
wealth of new theoretical and experimental avenues while also
highlighting the utility of unique coordination spheres afforded
by MOFs, especially those that have been transmetalated.
Other materials capable of merely grafting catalytic compo-
nents cannot provide the same inherent bulk stabilization of
the distorted ligand sphere that we find facilitates BHE. The
accessibility of unique coordination geometries from lattice
stabilization is an encouraging property for MOF catalyst
design because the mutual dependence of the geometry and
electronic configuration enables fine-tuning of the overall
transition metal reactivity.
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